The home of AI information
The aim of this directory is to become an extensive
list of information resources, and hence a great
starting point for people wanting to learn more about
the field.
From novices who are just wanted to learn more
about the field, to hobbyists looking to use the
various tools and software available,
to students, teachers and academics who are studying
and researching the field,
and finally to professional practitioners and
developers who are building systems and
applications of AI or ML

http://homeAI.info

talk@homeAI.info

@homeAIinfo

The Annual Achievement Awards for AI
This will be an annual event to celebrate the
achievements of the AI community in developing
new algorithms, products and services across a
number of different categories and industries. These
are global awards, and so any company or person in
any country can be nominated for these awards.
The winners of the awards will be announced in
early January however, the categories are now listed
below and open for people to register their vote in
each category.
It is completely free to vote, just fill in the details
below with your nomination per category. Terms and
conditions apply, see below for details.

http://Awards.AI

@Awards_AI

Global List of AI Events
This website lists all of the AI and ML related
events, meetups, conferences, exhibitions and other
events that people interested in Artificial Intelligence
would find useful.
The site is divided by the type of event and then
organised by region of the world to make it easier to
find events that are near to your location.

http://Events.AI

@Events_AI

2016 - AITimes.uk & Showcase.AI

A bi-monthly Newspaper lunching in Q1 2016.

Approximately 20,000 circulation at launch
★
★
★

100 retail outlets in London
50 office spaces
sent to industry influencers in many sectors

Showcase.AI 2016 is a one day technology
exhibition enabling companies with artificial
intelligence technologies to showcase them to
both the general public and other businesses.
The venue for this event will be a central
London hotel and conference centre

Friday 23rd of September 2016
http://AITimes.uk @Times_AI

http://Showcase.AI @Showcase.AI

Dr Andy Pardoe
Founder & Chief Curator
http://Informed.AI

andy@Informed.AI

@DrAndyPardoe

